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Abstract

This paper brings aboard examples of automation at welfare interfaces to draw certain theoretical takeaways, especially surrounding the gendered experience of digitality. Examples from various countries are discussed and three case studies from the Global South, purposively selected, are elaborated upon to illustrate specific points. It argues that while artificial intelligence (AI) holds the promise of improving human lives in its emphasis on ‘augmenting’ human capabilities, this does not seem to be the priority of welfare automation systems which are deployed by private entities at the behest of governments with an overt emphasis on cost saving. Automation could mean either the deployment of machine learning (ML) algorithms and/or automated decision-making (ADM), or profiling of welfare recipients based on integration of various databases. AI as an approach, today includes ML (both supervised and unsupervised), deep learning and neural networks, etc. (different from an earlier generation of rule-based AI systems). Owing to the inductive nature of reasoning in ML models, there is inductive bias both in their output as well as in the process of framing questions or ‘tasks’ because of ‘what’s possible’. Further, large and very large datasets necessitate huge computational capabilities, upskilling of personnel, cybersecurity measures, and constant upgradation of equipment. Hence, the costs of AI-based means-testing might offset much of the purported cost savings of targeted welfare delivery using AI. While digitisation can be rule-based, automated models tend to introduce arbitrariness which is the opposite of justice. Digitisation is a requirement today, but automation is a Big Data-enabled affordance, implying that algorithms need data more than welfare needs algorithms. This explains the current push for ‘smart’ governance across the Global South which offers huge real-life datasets and often, a regulatory vacuum. This paper highlights the risks of diversion of resources from welfare toward digitisation and automation; of private capture of public data; and of the use of public data and public infrastructure to build private capabilities without any improvement in welfare. It argues that while consent is an important issue, it is internal to the logic of datafication and is often vitiated in digital welfare initiatives.
1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has tremendous potential to transform public service delivery, by making interfaces accessible using natural language processing (NLP), in identifying bottlenecks, and in freeing up human labour from routine tasks so that it may be deployed for empathetic problem solving. It has demonstrated clear promise in applications such as assistive care, water management by fine-tuning irrigation, and in augmenting medical diagnosis. While the priority in the first three phases of the industrial revolution (IR) has been to relieve humans of physical drudgery, the focus of the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) has been on identifying cognitive capabilities where machines can outperform humans. Algorithms are better at cognitive drudgery – repetitive application of simple criteria, recognising known patterns, etc., but humans continue to be better at creative thinking, emotional intelligence, empathy, and at recognising unknown or new patterns with very little data or training. Originality, sentience, and ingenuity are, after all, human traits. As a result, proponents of the so-called ‘fifth industrial revolution’ propose a harmonious application of machine intelligence in such a way as to reduce drudgery1 and to ‘augment’ human cognitive capabilities, rather than seeking to replace them. Applied to welfare, this would mean that while the bulk of ‘routine’ applications is processed by an algorithm, human attention can be reserved for cases requiring special consideration, empathy, and creative thinking. Currently, this seems to be the strongest argument in favour of automating governance.2 However, instances such as the ‘digital only’ nature of welfare automation in the UK with no recourse to appeal or human intervention belie this promise (Alston and van Veen, 2019). Also, as the example of Poland’s now-scrapped automated profiling system for unemployed persons showed, clerical staff were unlikely to question profiling decisions made by the algorithm 99% of the time due to fear of reprimand, lack of time, or presumption of objectivity of the system (Misuraca and van Noordt, 2020), requiring closer scrutiny of AI’s promise as a sidekick rather than as taskmaster.

Even if one were to take at face value AI’s promise of reduction of drudgery, the way automation tends to be deployed at welfare interfaces does not necessarily reflect this priority. Major applications of AI for welfare tend to be centered around risk modelling and fraud detection, resulting in welfare cuts and, at times, even in phantom debts asking welfare recipients to repay “overpayments” as calculated by an algorithm with retrospective effect (Pilkington, 2019). It is not difficult to see why automation tends to prioritise austerity over the unrealised potential of AI, namely, empathetic problem solving – the companies that develop these technologies do not work for the poor, they work for government(s).3 Technological systems incur huge costs, and public expenditure on them must be justified through cost savings in the long run. Once deployed, maintenance costs, upskilling of personnel, upgradation of equipment, cyber-security costs, etc., add up, making the goal of long-term cost savings ever more elusive. Cioffi et al., (2021) point out that the budgetary spending on the Ugandan national digital ID Ndaga Muntu was a little less that on welfare itself, demonstrating how digitalisation becomes an end in itself. In effect, the digital welfare state as a self-perpetuating entity becomes a mechanism for privately-owned technology companies to use public data to train and test their algorithms on, losing sight of welfare objectives or democratic imperatives. Alston (A/74/493, p. 5) notes that the digitisation of welfare systems is often accompanied by reductions in welfare budgets, exclusion of beneficiaries, strict forms of conditionality, and so on.

1 Automation, thus, tends to result in job polarisation or “hollowing out” of mid-skill jobs, see https://www.ilo.org/newyork/voices-at-work/WCMS_363034/lang--en/index.htm
2 Earlier, minimising prejudice by ‘impersonalising’ decision-making was proffered as a promise. However, an increasing corpus of evidence shows that machine learning has only served to encode and automate prejudice.
3 See, for example: https://law.justia.com/cases/indiana/supreme-court/2019/19s-pl-19-0.html
AI has demonstrated promise in making healthcare more high-tech – allowing for collaboration, accelerating diagnoses, and for enhancing the experience of both doctors as well as patients. However, many aspects of digitality in the Global South have the effect of putting healthcare out of the reach of people at the margins. Healthcare automation firms insist on “experience” as the key for success of digital healthcare systems, but while the digital as an enabler can enhance the experience of the digital ‘haves’, the digital as a conditionality can adversely affect the experience of digital ‘have-nots’. Even after the Covid-induced push for digitalisation, stories of exclusion continue to pour in from the Global South. On 2 November 2022, a pregnant woman in the Indian state of Karnataka was turned away from a public hospital for not possessing a biometric identity card or a maternity card, even as she was under excruciating labour pain, resulting in her death, as well as the death of her newborns. Access to healthcare should be universal, and there should be no conditionality for accessing maternal care in the first place, especially at a public health facility. For context, the capital of Karnataka is the Indian city of Bengaluru, which is an IT hub, showing how digital high-rises exist alongside underbellies of exclusion. Stories such as these abound and are indicative of social cleavages in impoverished, post-colonial contexts which are exacerbated by digital divides and exclusion.

Governments may respond to concerns of digital exclusion by retaining the analog mechanism(s) of governance processes (hybrid processes) while rolling out digital equivalents. While analog equivalents of digital systems already exist, or can be implemented (see footnote 6), owing to simple and finite number of rules, the same is not true of AI systems which can classify, predict, profile, and exclude without a transparent, legible set of rules (Kuziemski and Misuraca, 2020). The ‘black box’ nature of machine learning and deep learning systems implies that neither the public nor the designers themselves can trace back the ‘rules’ that were employed in arriving at a decision. These ‘rules’ are very often statistical ‘patterns’ that the system ‘learns’ from existing datasets and may be inferred through “post-hoc explainability” techniques, meaning that the ‘method’ used by the system for arriving at decisions is not legible in the ordinary sense (Ghassemi, Oakden-Rayner and Beam, 2021). This introduces arbitrariness, which is, by definition, the opposite of justice. Thus, while digital systems done right can enhance transparency (APO, 2021), predictive analysis using artificial intelligence is obfuscatory, as its decisions cannot be traced back to a clear and legible application of rules (O’Neil, 2016; Dastin, 2018; Eubanks, 2018; Lecher, 2018; Niklas et al., 2018; Ghassemi et al., 2021).

2. Digitisation versus Datafication: Requirement versus Affordance

Digitisation and datafication are not the same thing. Digitisation of data and records, provision of online service delivery, digitisation of interfaces, e-governance, etc., is one thing. Predictive profiling – by training machine learning algorithms on population data to discover patterns, or by integrating various databases with welfare data to create ‘risk profiles’ and taking decisions based on these – is quite another (Fuentes and Venturini, 2021). Predictive profiling is a symptom of a datafied regime. Datafication is informed by the
belief that data tells the complete truth about a person or situation or society, and that humans may be
disintegrated and resurrected by collecting disparate pieces of information on them and then integrating
these disparate acts of data creation by linking various databases and mining this corpus of ‘Big Data’ for
patterns. For example, the government can collect and analyse data about college dropout rates by gender
and discipline. The digital nature of such data can facilitate better analysis and visualisation. Evidence-
based policymaking might analyse this data to ensure greater retention of women in certain disciplines
and create pull factors. Predictive algorithms coupled with ADM, on the other hand, tend to use this data to
assess suitability (creditworthiness) of women for an educational loan, and to classify them as ‘bankable’
or otherwise, without taking into account their circumstances. The two can have diametrically opposite
effects: while the first approach aligns with policy imperatives pertaining to inclusion, the other automates
stereotypes and serves to exclude and triage people at the margins. Using AI and Big Data for predictive
profiling, risk modelling, and ‘fraud detection’ is a political choice informed by assumptions about the poor
or the vulnerable, and is geared toward saving costs by narrowing down criteria of eligibility. It is not a digital
inevitability, but a Big Data-enabled affordance, meaning that there can be other uses of AI geared toward
inclusive development and arising out of social necessities. For example, Japan has deployed AI, robots,
and smart devices for assistive care in elderly homes – a prudent choice arising out of its demographic
peculiarities. Often, however, welfare systems seem to follow a top-down approach where cumbersome
solutions are deployed on unwilling populations, and not for fulfilling a social need.

The push for ‘smart’ governance and deployment of ‘intelligent’ (AI-based) systems at welfare interfaces in
the Global South is an unfolding phenomenon (Fuentes and Venturini, 2021). Most vision statements mention
“efficiency” and “welfare fraud detection” as potential objectives (see Kirkham, 2021, for instance). Even in
the European Union, Misuraca and van Noordt (2020) found that the predominant use of AI in governance
is in the use of “Chatbots” or “AI providing data-based predictions, through the recognition of patterns
in datasets”. So, unlike digitisation, which has long become integrated in everyday actions, including
governance, AI use in the public sector is currently, at best, basic or experimentative (DeSouza, 2018; Fuentes
and Venturini, 2021). In this context, the availability of large public datasets in the Global South, coupled with
weak data protection regulation, offers a ripe scenario for private players to leverage public data without
limitations. Empirical evidence shows that machines can get better at identifying patterns over time, even as
the human learning curve experiences stagnation due to cognitive overload after learning a certain number
of patterns (Kühl et al., 2022). However, machines need significantly larger datasets to learn with accuracy
(ibid.). This means that, at present, algorithms need datasets more than data subjects need algorithms.
This ‘scramble for data’, especially when foreign firms are involved, has been critiqued for having colonial
undertones (Coleman, 2019; Couldry and Mejias, 2019). As Halevy, Norvig and Pereira (2009) wrote of Big
Data-based models: “simple models and a lot of data trump more elaborate models based on less data”.

The Global South offers large datasets, weak data protection regulation, very little data literacy, and
privacy awareness among welfare recipients, trailing legal frameworks and, very often, fiscal obligations
on governments to reduce spending under structural adjustment programmes (SAPs). This mix favours a
certain kind of tech-solutionism geared toward cost-savings. Not only are the legal frameworks trailing,
but also missing are the cost-benefit analyses, pilots, risk-assessment studies, etc. Fuentes and Venturini
(2021) note how the adoption of AI-driven solutions for the Global South often results from a pitch made by
a private party, rather than from a needs-based assessment by a public agency. Cioffi et al., (2021) describe it
as the reversal of evidence-based policymaking. The framework of algorithmic colonisation is being used to

---

describe both AI solutions parachuted into former colonies, as well as extractive Big Data practices (Coleman, 2019; Couldry and Mejias, 2019). Chile’s controversial Sistema Alerta Niñez (children at risk system) has seen the involvement of some of the same consultants whose similar efforts in New Zealand had earlier been shot down by the Fifth National Government (Kirk, 2015; Ballantyne, 2021; Peña, 2021; Valderrama, 2021). The recycling of solutions for the Global South shows that necessity might not be the mother of invention here, but the other way round.

Digitisation has enabled useful mechanisms such as direct cash transfers which have a wide subscription base in countries such as India and Brazil, testifying to their success and utility. However, as critics of India’s biometric identification system (AADHAAR) have pointed out, direct transfer of benefits is contingent neither upon possession and production of a biometric ID, nor upon its linkage with other governmental and financial databases (Khera, 2019c, footnote 6). As of October 2022, after several legal challenges to the mandatory nature of AADHAAR, the Government of India’s webpage on Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) explicitly mentions that AADHAAR is not mandatory for DBT, illustrating the point that it is not an inevitability but an affordance. While DBT is an example of digital systems done right, its AADHAAR linkage has been criticised as being a symptom of a datafied regime, as it can track the social and financial behaviour of beneficiaries and result in surveillance.

Having a very large training dataset necessitates significantly higher computational power, higher training costs, longer training time, etc., which means that their implementation to welfare interfaces may not result in cost-savings in the short- or possibly even medium-term; it might, in fact, take away from welfare efforts by virtue of being more expensive and resource-intensive than welfare itself. In other words, deployment of high-accuracy AI might necessitate welfare cuts. It also necessitates the ‘discursive regularisation’ of the idea of welfare fraud and may, thus, stigmatise welfare in the process. Bender et al., (2021) have also famously pointed out the environmental impact of large language models that rely on ‘too much data’ and their implications for much of the Global South which is already at the receiving end of environmental injustice. Targeted delivery of welfare using algorithmic means-testing incurs high costs, including environmental, which may not be offset by cost-savings on welfare in the long run, not least because human development fosters national productivity.

3. Datafication and Gendered Experience(s) of Digitality

Datafication is the belief that every human act that creates data can be leveraged for value creation through data processing and interlinkages, even though these human actions might be discriminatory or value-laden. As pointed out earlier, a datafied regime tends to collect disparate pieces of data on humans (such as shopping habits, health statistics, search queries, data on debt repayment instalments, hiring decisions, etc.) – thus disintegrating humans – and then resurrecting them by ‘mining’ the large datasets thus obtained for ‘patterns’ which can tell the truth about humans through ‘personas’ or profiles. Virginia Eubanks puts it rather succinctly:

10 See https://dbtbharat.gov.in/page/frontcontentview/?id=MTC

11 DBT has been criticised for facilitating centralisation of state power because the payments are perceived as being made by a central authority, even if they are made out of state- or local-level funds, but that’s a separate issue.

12 Nissenbaum draws on Bryan Pfaffenberger to define ‘discursive regularisation’ as “the processes that establish the political aims of a technology”. 
Predictive models promise more effective resource allocation by mining data to infer future actions of individuals based on behavior of “similar” people in the past.\(^\text{13}\)

Such ‘inferred identities’ can be devoid of context, uncritically depicting the results of discriminatory human social action as ‘the truth’, and worse, taking automated decisions based on it. At times, this process of resurrection might over-emphasize certain patterns\(^\text{14}\) which get over-represented through data. In mimicking human behaviour, algorithms can end up mimicking us ‘a bit too well’, foreclosing alternative possibilities. A well-known case is that of a recruiting engine employed by e-retail giant Amazon, which observed hiring data to ‘learn’ that women were less employable in the IT industry, thereby filtering out their resumés using gender-based markers such as participation in women’s clubs or enrolment in women’s colleges (BBC, 2018). While this is an example of allocative harms caused by a ‘skew’ in real-life datasets, there are also representational harms whose effects are less immediate, more long-term and diffuse, that are much more difficult to quantify or pin-point, as their impacts are cultural.\(^\text{15}\) Prates, Avelar and Lamb (2019) conducted an experiment where Google Translate was tasked with translating sentences from gender-neutral languages into English. They found that the translations ended up encoding androcentric assumptions about job roles (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1. Andocentric translations of job roles from a gender-neutral language into English by Google Translate**

![Google Translate Translations](https://example.com/google-translate-translations)

Source: Prates, Avelar and Lamb (2019)

Similar findings have been reported in other experiments (see Zhao et al., 2018, for instance). These models might be ‘intelligent’ in that they mimic human social actions and structures, but this isn’t necessarily desirable. Conversely, even slight deviation from mimicking human behaviour tends to be comical, absurd,\(^\text{16}\) or dangerous,\(^\text{17}\) a reminder that attributing ‘intelligence’ or emancipatory potential to machine learning is either misplaced or premature. Machine learning – whether supervised or unsupervised – broadly follows the inductive method because it is based on Big Data and past patterns. Not only does this automate inductive biases, as several commentators have pointed out, but even the range of problems that can be defined is

---

\(^\text{13}\) See [https://www.wired.com/story/excerpt-from-automating-inequality/](https://www.wired.com/story/excerpt-from-automating-inequality/)

\(^\text{14}\) All ‘ideal types’ are exaggerations at some level. The use of ideal types in sociology broadly corresponds to the use of ‘personas’ in user-experience modeling and marketing.

\(^\text{15}\) See [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMym_BKWQzk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMym_BKWQzk)

\(^\text{16}\) See [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRpiMBlu40](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRpiMBlu40) and [https://openreview.net/pdf?id=hLJgN3Sirc](https://openreview.net/pdf?id=hLJgN3Sirc)

\(^\text{17}\) See [https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/oct/24/facebook-palestine-israel-translates-good-morning-attack-them-arrest](https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/oct/24/facebook-palestine-israel-translates-good-morning-attack-them-arrest)
inductive for example, the claim that teenage pregnancy or child abuse can be predicted based on proxies for poverty. Untested, commonsensical hypotheses are framed as ‘tasks’ for AI, and entire systems are designed around them. Paullada et al., (2021) point out that the presumption that certain tasks are “solvable” by ML might often be “pseudoscientific”, and while ML systems might learn some “shortcuts” that can be mistaken for “learning”, there is a need to pay more attention to the way that questions and tasks for ML are framed. Extrapolation and prediction through inductive reasoning based on Big Data and past patterns has value in applications such as weather forecasting, but the same when applied to the human world ends up encoding human biases, automating, and potentially amplifying them. These systems might be ‘intelligent’ insofar as they appear to (Bender et al., 2021) mimic human thinking, but they might well be gendered just as the human social world is, at times more effectively so. Bender et al., (ibid.) also point out how large language models are likely to encode cis-normative language and worldviews. ‘Value lock-in’ is a situation where an AI system may encode current worldviews due to its data-focus and this isn’t always desirable.

Studies in the Global North have documented harms of ADM in welfare and social protection schemes (O’Neil, 2016; Eubanks, 2018; Lecher, 2018) but the Global South has its own peculiarities and context. For example, lopsided, often redundant and incomplete datasets might affect how poor people or persons with disabilities are accounted for. Other peculiarities include the authority structure in the household which might affect how women experience the effects of digitisation and automation. Lack of technological literacy among women is a well-known issue. While state officials who interact with the human-computer interfaces from the state’s end receive training and education, no such model of training exists for welfare recipients who may often have little or no exposure to digital interfaces – this being especially true of women who may not share in the ownership and usage of digital devices in the household and whose use of communication technologies might even be stigmatised. For example, in a mother and child tracking system (MCTS) in India which promised to send SMS alerts to expectant mothers about referral, follow-ups or risk notifications, two-thirds of the women who provided a contact number at all, gave their husband’s contact number (Nagarajan, Tripathy and Goel, 2016). South Asia has the widest gender digital divide in the world in terms of smartphone ownership (Gillwald, 2018). In terms of gender divide in internet access, Rwanda and Bangladesh are the worst (62%), closely followed by India (57%). These divides intersect with other inequalities and are broadly aligned with GNI per capita (ibid.), meaning that the problem is particularly acute in Global South contexts. Barring a few countries (such as Paraguay, South Africa, and Argentina), gender digital divides in the Global South are much higher than the world average (OECD, 2018).

Ciolfi et al., (2021) documented cases of denial of access to healthcare to women in Uganda on account of not possessing the national digital ID Ndaga Muntu even if they were in labour pain, pregnant and bleeding, in need of antenatal care, in labour, and in need of surgery, etc. Uganda faces unique challenges of high maternal mortality rate (MMR) and adolescent pregnancy (ibid.) which makes the situation even more dire. About 36% of maternal deaths occurred in women below the age of 24 (loc. cit.). The situation is complicated by social and gender norms that might discourage girls and young women from seeking reproductive healthcare, especially if they have faced gendered violence (loc. cit.). Since Ndaga Muntu is an adult registration programme, it has been primarily targeted at registering people of voting age (ibid.). This could

---

18 This is not to say that errors due to inductive reasoning in forecasting weather patterns can’t have consequences for the human world. In fact, the inventor of weather forecasting, British Admiral Robert Fitzroy, faced intense criticism for wrong or delayed forecasts. Fitzroy eventually killed himself in 1865 (see https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-32483673). Simon LeVay in When Science Goes Wrong (2008) records another such case of weatherman Michael Fish who, a century after Fitzroy’s death by suicide, earned a lifetime of notorious for having failed to convey the prediction of Britain’s ‘Great Storm’ of 1987. Today, however, weather forecasts are far less controversial and predictive models far more accurate, as they do not solely rely on past data and inductive reasoning. For more on the history and development of weather forecasting, see https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-32483673.

19 See also https://www.vice.com/en/article/j5jmj8/google-artificial-intelligence-bias

mean that pregnant girls or younger women are already largely excluded from seeking access to reproductive healthcare, family planning, and exercising reproductive autonomy because of the insistence on the national ID for providing healthcare (ibid.).

Exclusion is not the only hindrance that impairs women's experience of digitality; they may be discriminated against through inclusion and subjected to unfavourable profiling. Niklas et al., (2015) note that the automation of the Polish employment assistance system relegated single mothers (besides other vulnerable categories) to “Profile III” – a kind of “junk” category indicating that they were the least employable. It is important to clarify that this exercise in profiling resembles triaging rather than affirmative action. People who were categorised adversely were less likely to have access to “active labour market programs” in violation of non-discrimination guarantees laid down in the Polish Constitution and EU law (ibid.). One of the criteria that may have led to adverse categorisation of female candidates has to do with care work or child-rearing responsibilities, since these two forms of labour are often assigned to women (loc. cit.). Once a woman was partially relieved of care responsibilities, re-categorisation was not a straightforward option. The frontline workers usually asked them to deregister and then register again (ibid.). The programme was later held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of Poland (Supreme Court of Poland, case No. K 53/16, 6 June 2018).

While the above discussion largely pertains to women's experience of digitality, the use of algorithms in criminal justice systems might unfavourably profile men (in addition to racialised minorities) for being wanted for crimes, for being predisposed to crime, or for recidivism risk. The use of facial recognition technology (FRT) for cracking down on crime in Brazil was reported as targeting young, Black, and male individuals in most of the cases (Nunes, 2019). Within the Global South, Malaysia has deployed AI in the criminal justice system, raising similar concerns (Putera et al., 2022). The use of algorithms in the criminal justice system raises a host of issues about due process, transparency, the rule of law, the right to receive an individualised sentence, and the fairness of using gender proxies in the system. Since criminal sentencing algorithms are of proprietary nature and protected as trade secrets, it is difficult to investigate the extent of bias.

4. Privacy for Algorithms, Transparency for Data Subjects

A rather peculiar feature of digital welfare systems is that while people's personal data itself is not accorded due privacy – it can be extracted, stored, processed, exchanged between databases, used to train ML models, and so on – the algorithms that operate upon the data function as a black box; the profiling criteria, the weightage that is assigned to various parameters such as age, income level, health status, etc., is not disclosed; the algorithms are not open to public audit, and it is unclear as to how data is shared among databases, departments, and public and private entities. These practices of data collection and processing are often shrouded in mystery. So, while it is people who should have a right to privacy and data sovereignty, it is algorithms and data processing mechanisms and practices that are accorded secrecy. Alston (A/74/493, p. 4) notes that data-driven predictive analysis in governance systems renders citizens hyper-visible to their governments, though not the other way round, as if in a Foucauldian panopticon (ibid., footnote 5). The example of the Polish employment assistance system shows that welfare candidates were refused access to the questionnaire that formed the basis of collecting their data and of subsequently profiling

---

21 See https://harvardlawreview.org/2017/03/state-v-loomis/
22 This paper focuses on welfare automation, and on automation on the pretext of welfare, and does not engage substantively with the debate on the use of AI in the criminal justice system, which is a vast subject in its own right, given the complex and problematic histories of the criminal justice system itself.
them, even though the questionnaire was subject to disclosure under public information law (Niklas et al., 2015). The labour office employees were reported as saying that this was done in order to safeguard the profiling algorithm from manipulation by candidates, as knowledge about the profiling criteria might lead to biased answers by candidates (ibid.). This shows distrust in and suspicion of citizens, lack of good faith assumptions, and, most importantly, that certain kinds of personal data, demographic information, health status, care responsibilities (often a gender proxy), physical ability, or age might indeed result in adverse categorisation – discriminatory practices which are not permissible under the Polish constitution that provides only for discrimination that is proportionate or positive (affirmative action): whether the profiling criteria imbibed proportionality or affirmative measures was always unclear due to lack of transparency of the exercise. Another issue of transparency arose from the fact that the unemployed were not sure whether their responses to various questions were being faithfully recorded by the frontline workers in the computer system (ibid.).

The privacy and welfare conundrum

Welfare imperatives impart a moral veneer to extractive practices of data collection and data processing. Cioffi et al., (2021) note that the focus on privacy and data protection, though important, can posit a false dichotomy between privacy and welfare, as if privacy were the price that one pays for welfare entitlements. However, as the experience of digital ID systems shows, they have done little to enhance welfare or the experience of welfare recipients. On the contrary, the deployment of digital systems at the welfare interface has often meant the addition of “new hurdles at the finishing line” (Khera, 2019a) as the experience of various countries has shown (Gray, 2019; Youle, 2019; Cioffi et al., 2021). It is important, therefore, to avoid falling for the welfarist cloak of digital systems and question the supposed dichotomy between the right to life and the right to privacy. In fact, the Supreme Court of India in a historic judgment (Puttaswamy v. UoI, 2017), in the context of digital ID, held that the Right to Life under Article 21 of the Constitution of India includes the Right to Privacy. Finally, on the question of privacy itself, ‘consent’ seems to be offered as a kind of silver bullet. Therefore, it is important to problematise the notion of consent itself from a feminist perspective.


The liberal critique of datafication tends to posit consent as the precondition for data extraction and processing. This sounds fair if consent is not diluted or coerced. But what are the preconditions for consent itself? Who can consent and under what conditions? A modern individual bearing the right to consent must necessarily be “free, autonomous, and rational” (Varon and Peña, 2021). When is a data subject truly ‘free’ to consent? There are two criteria for determining if a person is free:

A) When they are otherwise free, that is, not confined, and not having restricted legal rights

B) When their freedom is not contingent upon the act of consenting

The first criterion describes free citizens bearing legal rights and is true for most welfare recipients under ordinary conditions, but the second criterion describes a more substantive aspect of freedom which determines whether the capacity to consent exists in a meaningful way. For a welfare recipient, it is not enough to be ‘free’ in a literal sense alone. If withholding consent leads to denial of public services or welfare
provisioning, this can severely affect the experience and meaning of freedom.

A fundamental problem with digital welfare systems is the way the notion of consent is conceived, presented, and operationalised. Welfare and/or public service provisioning is becoming increasingly conditional upon the data subject’s willingness to part with their privacy, thereby vitiating the sanctity of consent and tainting it with coercion. India’s AADHAAR biometric IDs, for example, were touted as being ‘optional’ for accessing public services while being de facto mandatory (see Johari and Jain, 2015; Divan, 2019; Drèze, 2019; Johari, 2018b; Srinivasan, 2019). While the government maintained that enrollment in the programme is voluntary, banks, welfare institutions, and other establishments insisted that citizens produce these digital IDs to access services (ibid.). Researchers have documented cases of AADHAAR-related deaths where otherwise eligible welfare recipients faced starvation because of exclusion on account of non-possession of AADHAAR or non-linkage of their AADHAAR numbers to their ration cards or due to failures of biometric authentication (Johari, 2017, 2018; The Wire, 2017-19). This means that (non-possession of) AADHAAR can literally cause exclusion to the point of starvation. In the Polish employment assistance programme, Niklas et al., (2015) note that while an unemployed individual could refuse to be profiled, they could be penalised for doing so (p. 12, 31). For refusing to consent for the first time, one could be excluded from the employment system by way of denial of the status of unemployed person for 120 days. For refusing a second time, the punishment increased to 180 days. For the third time, and for each subsequent refusal, 270 days (ibid.). This rather perverse system of getting people to consent was coercive, to say the very least. It presented a choice between profiling on the one hand, and denial of even the possibility of being considered for welfare assistance on the other. Very few candidates refused to be profiled after being confronted with the options (p. 31).

This shows that, in digital welfare systems, the logic of data processing precedes and is prioritised over the logic of welfare. So, a data subject who withholds consent (or is otherwise excluded from the system) is ‘free’ to starve, even if we assume that the other two conditions: autonomy and rationality of the data subject are met. In other words, the act of consenting is a function of power, and, therefore, the person who gives consent must have some power to begin with (Marling, 2017, cited in Varon and Peña, 2021). Are women (or the poor or disabled) in welfare contexts empowered enough to give or withhold consent? Are they even aware that they hold this power, or do they, on the other hand, feel obligated to consent? Does the very act of consenting to the use of their personal data disempower them by subjecting them to profiling and tracking? While consent is an important concept and is crucial for agency and assertion of will, digital welfare systems might end up using it as a tool to legitimise practices that subject welfare recipients to exclusion and profiling. It is, therefore, internal to the logic of datafication. Even when a data subject can be said to be free, autonomous, and rational, it is pertinent to ask whether they have the capacity to fathom the possible future uses of the data, especially in the case of intelligent systems where future uses are unclear even to the designers of the system. In other words, do we even know what we are consenting to? Varon and Peña (2021) argue that this black box nature of algorithms also gives data processors enough legroom to deny full information to data subjects as to what could be the possible future uses of their data, what new data it could be used for creating, and even about the risks of the present use of the data.

The matter of consent is further complicated when the data subjects are minors (Bhardwaj, 2019). In India, several schools require children to produce a biometric ID (AADHAAR) to seek admission (India Spend, 2019; Roy Chowdhury, 2017a), access midday meals or other entitlements such as scholarships (Roy Chowdhury, 2017b), making it de facto mandatory to enrol them into the biometric ID programme. In at least one Indian state, it was reported that AADHAAR is mandatory for babies to get a birth certificate (Rao, 2017) implying
that infants are to be enrolled almost as soon as they are born, rendering consent meaningless. Since there is no way to opt out of the system later, the issue of consent becomes especially fraught. Finally, the AADHAAR linkage efforts for children imposed heavy amounts of unpaid, unrewarded labour on schoolteachers who had to abandon teaching activities in order to facilitate AADHAAR registration for students (see Roy Chowdhury, 2017a, 2017b). Seeing as teaching at the school level is a feminised profession, this burden likely falls disproportionately upon women. Even otherwise, the issue of unpaid labour is a feminist issue. Digital systems often tend to impose extra labour on frontline workers while taking away at least some of their discretionary power, their ability to comprehend the decisions made by the system, or their power to redress grievances (Mukherjee, 2014; Niklas et al., 2021). Very often, this burden of unpaid work tends to fall upon women, as is seen in the case study of the MCTS system in India and the case of the Ugandan digital ID Ndaga Muntu (also discussed under the MCTS case study).

Let us now look at some of the case studies, sampled purposively, that illustrate some of the specific points made so far.

**Case Study 1 - Using Public Data to Build Private Capabilities: Lessons from India’s AADHAAR project**

The push for digitisation of governance systems is often articulated in terms of streamlining welfare through accurate identification and targeting of recipients, an effort that immediately necessitates creation of a ‘database’ of welfare candidates. Such databases or ‘social registries’ are already in place in various countries (Guha and Viswanathan, 2021). In the absence of data regulation and purpose limitation, these databases render themselves to being used for purposes other than welfare delivery, Government of India’s AADHAAR biometric identification system being a case in point. Even though AADHAAR is not a database of welfare beneficiaries, but a database of all Indian ‘residents’, it was initially justified in altruistic terms (welfare delivery, etc.). The AADHAAR ecosystem now resembles a swiss knife around which various applications have developed (Yadav, 2016; Somvanshi and Desouza, 2018; Sriram, 2019). The creation of this ecosystem is supported by the private sector in innovative collaboration patterns (Ramanathan, 2019; Sriram, 2019). The government collects and renders citizen data usable in an interoperable form (API) over which private players and/or technologists can build applications, and they can then sell the applications to either the government or to other private entities (Gandhi, 2016). Public infrastructure is leveraged to pave way for building a seamless commercial ecosystem (see Ramanathan, 2019). These collaboration patterns are in tandem with the general move toward network governance in India (Rathi and Tandon, 2019) which, though not limited to ICTs, has achieved a new summit in the digital age where the private sector seems to be leading the government, as is evident from the key role that the Indian Software Product Industry RoundTable (iSPIRT) plays in the development of public technology in India23 (Khera, 2019a, p. 17-18). This has also triggered fears about private capture of public data (Ramanathan, 2013; HT, 2017). Even if an application simply queries the government-owned AADHAAR database without actually having access to the data, there isn’t much stopping it from retaining the data and creating its own database of identities and associated data points, in the absence of a data protection legislation. Furthermore, the government can have access to a wide range of information about an individual’s activity depending on what queries they make, or what queries are made about them because of the public-private linkages (Rajshekhar and Yadav, 2016).

---

23 See [https://ispirt.in/who-we-are/our-game-plan/](https://ispirt.in/who-we-are/our-game-plan/)
The AADHAAR project has been ridden with data leaks and concerns about data security and privacy (Mohan, 2018; Somvanshi and Desouza, 2018), not least because a data protection law governing the use of citizen data is missing in India.\(^{24}\) Both commercial as well as welfare payment systems are integrated with AADHAAR, making the world’s largest biometric database a tinderbox of security vulnerabilities, with very little concern for its original constituency – the welfare beneficiaries at the bottom of the pyramid – who might often be one fraud transaction away from bankruptcy (Mukherjee, 2022). In August 2022, India’s Data Protection Bill that had been pending in Parliament since 2019 was withdrawn by the government, and one of the reasons given by the Minister of State for Electronics and Technology, Rajeev Chandrasekhar, was that a complicated privacy regime would have hurt the start-up ecosystem.\(^{25}\) The Minister for Communications, Electronics and Information Technology, Ashwini Vaishnaw’s insightful piece on upcoming legal frameworks that will replace the now-scrapped data protection bill and the vintage telecom and IT laws signals digital economy and start-up ecosystem as priorities (Vaishnaw, 2022).

The rationale for linking welfare provisioning to a biometric database is usually justified by the government on the pretext of leakages in welfare. It is argued that direct cash transfers, for example, minimise the possibility of benefits ending up in the wrong hands (see Khera, 2019a). While it is true that direct cash transfers can eliminate quantity fraud and leakages, it is pertinent to ask whether a biometric ID is indispensable for such an effort. One of the most bitter critics of the AADHAAR project, Dr. Reetika Khera, concedes that digitisation has in fact “contributed to better implementation” of certain social welfare programmes (see, Khera, 2019c, footnote 6), but that digitisation is possible without AADHAAR and is not synonymous with a biometric ID system. Khera (2019a, p. 22, footnote 1) notes that “portability and interoperability of cash transfers only require access to a modern banking system”. Not only is AADHAAR not necessary for transferring direct benefits to the poor, it has, in many cases, increased the transaction costs for the poor (Johari and Jain, 2015; Sriram, 2019). Pregnant women are denied maternal care on account of not possessing an AADHAAR, or for errors on their AADHAAR card (which are routine), or for having married into a different state, in which case they are asked to produce the husband’s AADHAAR card – all this despite there being little to no evidence of identity fraud or leakages in accessing maternity benefits (Yadav and Rao, 2017; Khera, 2019b).

The question, then, arises as to what the real intent of the project is. The AADHAAR project presupposes functional and digital literacy, high speed internet, seamless connectivity, and electricity – factors which make its implementation in rural areas, low-income areas, and at welfare interfaces ridden with challenges. However, it works rather perfectly as a backbone for the commercial payments ecosystem. Ramanathan (2016; 2019) and Sriram (2019) argue that this is a case of using public data, public infrastructure, and public finances for the cause of building a commercial ecosystem. This should inform skepticism about claims of future technologies that are justified in altruistic terms. Welfare automation in the Global South, for instance, is justified in terms of welfare streamlining, better targeting of beneficiaries, cutting out fraud, etc. However, as discussed earlier, algorithms need data more than welfare needs algorithms. This is because AI/ML exhibit very strong network effects – while models trained on thousands of instances might not be very accurate, those trained on millions of data points tend to be very ‘accurate’\(^{26}\) (Halevy, Norvig and Pereira, 2009). Hence, there are, at least, two clear attendant harms that could arise from welfare automation:

\(^{24}\) The AADHAAR project itself was created without the existence of a corresponding legislation or ‘Act’ – often a peculiar feature of digital systems.


\(^{26}\) The use of the term ‘accurate’ is qualified because, as discussed earlier, this isn’t always desirable.
A) Possible diversion of resources from welfare efforts toward digitalisation

B) Possible capture of public data by private entities, or worse, by rogue actors

Cioffi et al., (2021) found that the total budget for the Ugandan Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development (MGLSD) for the past 10 years – 770.1 Billion UGX – was a little more than the spending on the national ID project – 745 Billion UGX – over the same period. This excludes grants such as the World Bank’s 10 million USD to the NIRA (National Identification and Registration Authority) through the Uganda Reproductive, Maternal and Child Health Services Improvement Project (ibid.). Grants routed through welfare departments might end up being used for the digital identity system, as digitisation is made to sound synonymous with welfare upgradation. Since initiatives for women’s welfare, maternal care, elderly care, etc., make the state look benevolent, and impart a moral veneer to extractive data practices, these might be a perfect vehicle for pushing the digital ID. This could also mean that funds that are meant for, or acquired in the name of, women’s welfare or elderly care might be at a greater risk of being re-routed for digitalisation. Thus, gender gets interwoven into the digital welfare state’s narrative. Women’s welfare can become a pretext for pushing digitalisation, often at the cost of women’s actual welfare.

Case Study 2 – Poverty Profiling and Sexist Algorithms: The Case of a Teenage Pregnancy ‘Prediction’ Model in LatAm

The Governor of Salta, a northwestern province in Argentina, kicked up a storm on 10 April 2018, when in the midst of a debate on decriminalisation of abortion, he announced the plan to pilot an artificial intelligence program developed by Microsoft that can “predict which girls will be teenage mothers in the future, or will become pregnant, and based on that apply public policies to prevent it” (Sternik, 2018, translated using Google Translate). It is no surprise that the algorithm ended up profiling teenage girls from vulnerable sections of the society, based on lazy, prejudiced indicators such as neighbourhood, ethnicity, access to hot water, country of origin, disability, educational status of the head of the family, etc., instead of more meaningful indicators such as contraception methods or access to sex education (ibid.). However, the bigger question is whether such a system was needed at all, and whether Big Tech companies should have stronger ethics reviews in place to avoid association with questionable efforts like these. One of the most burdensome impacts of ill-informed AI programmes that ignore millennia of debates on gender issues is the additional labour that they inflict upon rights advocates who now need to piece apart the childish aspects of such efforts, reinventing the wheel on gender rights, when it is technologists who ought to have done their due diligence and done the hard work of educating themselves on such issues before rushing to touch sensitive aspects of social life. This is, of course, next only to the disastrous impacts of such AI on vulnerable people and on welfare efforts – stigma, exclusion, and digression from what could have been real efforts at change. Instead of aligning itself with and augmenting time-tested, existing approaches, the tech industry’s obsessive need to position its solutionism as ‘out-of-the-box’ can in fact put it out of touch with reality at times.

When the system was being built, Argentina was in the middle of a debate on reproductive rights, and this AI seems to have been a classic case of techno-solutionism which can presumably ‘fix’ teenage pregnancy before it happens by predicting whom it will happen to! What are the problems with this approach?
1. The algorithm profiles teenage ‘girls’ for potential pregnancy, as if girls conceive without the involvement of a male partner. It does not make any attempt, say, to profile the men/boys who bear the other half of the responsibility for the pregnancy. As such, Peña and Varon (2021) warn that this system comes dangerously close to furthering the logic of victim blaming. Teenage pregnancy can often result from sexual assault, and ‘prediction’ of such pregnancies should, therefore, be logically contingent upon predicting who is likely to commit assault. Naturally, this is missing from the worldview of the AI solutionists.

2. Such an approach deflects from efforts that are actually needed to prevent teenage pregnancy, such as sex education, access to contraception, and prevention of child sexual assault. However, the conservative stance is usually against sex education and access to contraception, etc. (see Vallejos, 2018 for example). The conservative stance is also often hyperfocussed on the female body and doesn’t differentiate between sex and assault. It is no surprise, then, that this effort was found to be aligned with anti-abortion movements (Sternik, 2018; Peña and Varon, 2021) given its focus on targeting girls, avoiding affirmative efforts, and avoiding difficult conversations. Peña and Varon (2021) write: “The idea that algorithms can predict teenage pregnancy before it happens was the perfect excuse for anti-women and anti-sexual and reproductive rights activists to declare safe abortion laws as unnecessary”.

3. The Laboratory of Applied Artificial Intelligence (LIAA) of the University of Buenos Aires (UBA) analysed the methodology of the program and concluded (LIAA, n.d.; Sternik, 2018) that the data on which the algorithm was trained was the same data on which it was tested. This could explain Microsoft’s claim that the AI had an accuracy of 90% (Microsoft, 2018).

4. The data used for building this AI is unreliable, sensitive, confidential, and based on biased indicators that run the risk of profiling vulnerable sections of society (LIAA, n.d.). This is known as ‘poverty profiling’, a term used by Virginia Eubanks to describe oversampling of the poor.

5. The Governor of Salta who announced the project, Juan Manuel Urtubey, is a conservative politician. In his words, “With technology you can predict five or six years before, with name, surname and address, which is the girl, future teenager, who is 86 percent predestined to have a teenage pregnancy.” (Sternik, 2018 cited in Peña and Varon, 2021). It doesn’t take an AI expert or sociologist to explain or understand the trauma and stigma involved in being marked out as a risk for possible teenage pregnancy and as a case for ‘intervention’ and the impact that that could have on a girl’s social life.

6. On a purely technical level, what the system did was survey girls from “vulnerable sectors of society” (Microsoft, 2018, translated using Google Translate) about whether they had had a teenage pregnancy and then, based on their answers and social indicators, draw patterns to profile other girls bearing the same social indicators for teenage pregnancy. The LIAA pointed out that this is a flawed approach at a methodological level because it relies on a subject’s willingness to report a teenage pregnancy, which is a sensitive topic and is unlikely to be honestly reported (LIAA, n.d.). It warrants mention that, at the time of the events, Argentina hadn’t yet legalised abortion which was

---

27 Machine learning algorithms are ‘trained’ on a dataset which is called ‘training data’ which must be different from the ‘test data’ – a previously unseen dataset that can confirm whether the model works or not.
available to women only in extreme cases (Watson, 2020, cited in Peña and Varon, 2021). Argentina’s strong Catholic Church and its allied sections vehemently oppose abortion and it is only in 2020 that a progressive abortion law was passed (Watson, 2020). It is safe to assume that the subjects did not accurately report present or past pregnancies and that there was a significant error rate in the training data.

This is a classic case of a tone-deaf system that should not exist in the first place, and it points to a need for greater scrutiny of the very process of framing questions or ‘tasks’. The presumption that pregnancy can be predicted by correlating proxy variables for poverty is an example of pseudoscientific definition of an AI task highlighted by Paullada et al. (2021).

Despite criticism, not only did the system continue to be used, but it was also implemented by governments across South America such as Colombia and Brazil (Peña and Varon, 2021).

**Case Study 3 – The MCTS Programme in India: Decontextualising Maternal Care**

The Mother and Child Tracking System (MCTS) in India was launched with the aim of reducing maternal mortality rates (MMR) and improving antenatal care and childcare, providing immunization services, and encouraging institutional deliveries, especially in high-risk cases (Gera et al., 2015). Traditionally, in India, the frontline healthcare worker who monitors pregnancies, high-risk cases, and child immunization is known as the ANM (Auxiliary Nurse Midwife) and she is typically responsible for 1,000 households catering to a population of roughly 5,000 (Mukherjee, 2014). Earlier, the ANM would collect data locally and consult with the doctors at the local health centre to act upon high-risk cases, ensuring follow-up and routine examinations (ibid.). The new MCTS system centralises this process, necessitating the additional work of collecting granular data, which needs to be uploaded to a centralised computer system, as opposed to the earlier system where the ANMs would report only aggregate numbers to the higher levels (ibid.). A 2014 field-level study of the implementation of MCTS (ibid.) showed that the system created increased data entry workload for ANMs (p. 133). ANMs were found to line up at cyber cafes after work hours to update the entries. Some outsourced the data entry work to cyber cafes on their own expenses, while some took help from family members such as children (ibid.). The issue of overburdened ANMs has been documented in several field studies (Gera et al., 2015; Nagarajan et al., 2016). An overwhelming majority of the ANMs are female.29

Pressure is put by the Centre on the states and by the states on the officials to complete system generated enrollment ‘targets’ based on population metrics (Mukherjee, 2014, p. 133). These officials in turn put pressure on lower levels to achieve targets, the ANM being at the bottom of the pyramid and, as such, at the receiving end of a disproportionate performance burden. The ANMs faced salary cuts for registration below 70% and no incentives for registration above 90% (ibid.). There exists an elaborate system of punishment for ANMs including public shaming, explanation letters, and “negative performance remarks recorded in service books which are the basis for annual confidential appraisals and other benefits”. (ibid.). The top health official in the state receives an SMS every morning with the performance indicators (registration percentage) and comparison with other states, putting a kind of peer pressure on them to incentivise higher registrations (ibid.). This system is clearly automated. How does the Centre know the number of pregnant people and

---


29 Later on, the ANMs were renamed MPHW (multi-purpose health workers) and were classified into MPHW (male) and MPHW (female), once men started taking up ANM work.
ideal percentage of registrations? This number is a system-generated statistical average based on population metrics and the registration percentage is calculated based on this statistic (ibid.). The other automated component of the system is the system of SMS alerts to the ANM about high-risk cases and to the expectant mother in case she needs referral or a follow-up (ibid.). However, this system does not work perfectly (ibid.). A 2016 study found that only 80% of expectant mothers provided a mobile number, two-thirds of which were operated by their husbands (Nagarajan et al., 2016, cited in Tandon, 2019). Of the remaining one-third who provided their own numbers, a mere 22% received an SMS from MCTS out of which only one-third could actually understand its content (ibid.). The system was often very slow and malfunctioned due to lack of electricity, poor internet connectivity, slow server speed, or other contingent factors (Mukherjee, 2014; Gera et al., 2015; Nagarajan et al., 2016).

Aside from technical issues, ANMs reported de-contextualisation of their work with the focus shifted solely to registration numbers, outputs and targets (Mukherjee, 2014). While the original target of this name-based tracking system was individualisation rather than a focus on MMR aggregates, the focus is now once again on numbers and performance aggregates (ibid.). As opposed to the earlier system where focus would be on discussing high-risk cases, now it’s just about numbers. Mukherjee (ibid.) contends that the very genesis of the program was rooted in data-obsession, without a theory of how data focus would strengthen healthcare (p. 134). System designers had an IT focus, not a public health focus, so they did not understand the nitty-gritties of maternal care or of child healthcare (ibid.). The system, Mukherjee writes, was “very resource intensive involving large scale computerization, servers, mobile phones and training efforts in the use of the software”, (ibid.) with little to no focus on understanding the contextual setting.

Quoting directly from Mukherjee (2014):

> the needs and constraints of the field nurse were practically ignored. The information which she already had in her registers, was transformed into digital form using a complex and expensive paraphernalia, sent up to the national level, and finally returned to the nurse - but most often too late for her to take any action based on that. (p. 134)

> This data focus comes to a large extent at the cost of care, as she feels now they are no longer being able to find local solutions to risk cases, as they are more dependent on the MCTS to provide them with blueprints for action. (p. 135).

Mukherjee (2014) concludes that the system has not empowered healthcare workers with better information which could be used to provide better care, but has, on the contrary, disempowered them by taking away their agency to act upon the data, imposing massive amounts of unpaid labour upon them along with salary cuts and out-of-pocket costs, public shaming, reprimand, etc. – at the cost of actual healthcare. Using a framework for analysing ‘empowerment’, Mukherjee argues that the MCTS system has resulted in disempowering the healthcare workers by taking away their control of the data and the autonomy to act upon it (ibid.).

Tandon (2019) reports that the cumbersome process of data collection has been redressed in part through the introduction of ‘tablets’ which are provided to the ANMs and which can be used to record data at the source. While this has reduced the duplication of effort in data collection and recording (first manual and then digital data entry), ANMs continue to perceive data collection as “an additional burden rather than reducing or streamlining workload” (ibid.). The MCTS program is an example of system design conceived without the involvement of stakeholders and whose implementation is imposed upon them rather than
taking a collaborative approach and treating them as partners. A similar experience is reported by frontline healthcare workers in Uganda who point out that the digital ID, *Ndaga Muntu*, acts more as a requirement than an enabler. Cioffi et al., (2021, p. 17) note that while local healthcare workers are supposed to collect national ID numbers of new mothers (as a pre-requisite for treating them), the same workers find themselves unable to help these new mothers acquire birth certificates for the newborns because of the complications and confused mandate of NIRA (National Identification and Registration Authority) regarding birth registrations (ibid.). As a result, the healthcare workers also face backlash within their own communities, prompting the healthcare staff to enforce their own local policy change of not requiring the national ID in order to avoid further confrontation with their communities (ibid.). Healthcare workers reported (ibid.) how the ID numbers are recorded in a notebook which is physically stored in a room forever. This, in simple words, means that while the digital ID adds nothing to the existing healthcare system, it only serves to exclude.

9. Conclusions

In light of the discussions above, it is clear that welfare and democratic imperatives need to be foregrounded while automating welfare interfaces. Deployment of technological solutions should come from a bottom-up assessment of needs and demographic peculiarities, rather than from applications recycled from dissimilar contexts. It is also important that applications be piloted, evaluated, and then implemented, so as to avoid large-scale inconvenience, tweaking, and rollbacks. In India, there is a pronounced tendency to launch “national-level” digital initiatives without piloting these. The back-and-forth tweaking and the endless adjudication it causes is likely to distract from welfare itself. There is a need to assess how far the costs of means-testing using Big data are likely to offset the intended cost-saving of targeted welfare delivery. Automated means-testing using AI and Big data incurs costs (including costs of personnel upskilling, equipment procurement and upgradation, cyber security, social impact assessment, environmental costs, etc.) which should be evaluated against the costs of universalising welfare. The government of India has, for example, universalised access to free of cost foodgrains for the poor from 1 January 2023. In general, healthcare and education should be unconditional and universally affordable. There should be no conditionality on accessing reproductive and maternal healthcare. Austerity measures in basic human development sectors are unlikely to pay off – even if the ‘offset’ is in favour of means-testing – as human development is an investment into national productivity. Use of AI, IoT and robotics in assistive healthcare can improve the quality of life for patients but questions of access need to be addressed through strong democratic institutions and processes. Automation should serve to improve the quality of life, and not as conditionality to triage those at the margins.

Arguments in favour of an ‘augmentation’ role for AI are powerful, but evidence shows that defying the algorithm (not least because of its overstated capabilities) might not be a straightforward matter. Skepticism about AI’s role can be informed by theoretical analyses, from greater transparency about its error rates, its inductive nature, and from questions about the validity of its ‘tasks.’ In the absence of this skepticism, AI can skew human decision-making capabilities or affirm confirmation biases. Justice is the opposite of arbitrariness, and the black box nature of algorithms introduces significant arbitrariness in public functions. These issues become extremely crucial, since AI is being increasingly used in criminal justice systems, including in the Global South. The argument of ‘augmenting’ human capabilities and reduction of drudgery is also belied by the amounts of unpaid labour that digital transformation tends to impose on frontline staff, often women. Also, ML models often stand on the shoulders of human annotators, training datasets for algorithms, often contracted through platforms (Paullada et al., 2021) creating a new data science precariat the subjective value of whose labour is often unacknowledged, let alone understood or accounted for.
Decontextualisation of work and imposition of drudgery was observed in the MCTS case study, and it is often a feature of datafication. AI should not try to fix what is not broken. In order to achieve its ‘augmentation’ role, the very process of framing questions ought to be consultative, foregrounding human welfare, social impact and environmental concerns, not the needs of the algorithm (namely, unbridled, unrestricted access to data). A key feature of digital systems is that they develop in a regulatory vacuum, operating literally beyond the law. This is often used to push measures that should not have seen the light of the day due to their substantive effects on rights. Once these systems are fully developed, with all their technological paraphernalia, institutions, personnel, and mechanisms, they become locked-in, rendering legal challenges or recall impossible. In this way, they subvert democratic process and set bad precedents for governance. Governments must, therefore, address the regulatory vacuum surrounding AI use and establish guidelines for responsible and ethical AI, in light of concerns raised by scholars and activists.

Reproductive health has often been a site of experimentation for technologisation (including practices amounting to ‘medicalisation of birth’), digitisation and, increasingly, automation. Some of these can end up doing substantive harm to women and pregnant people, as the protagonists of tech-solutionism may often be people for whom reproduction is a black box. Tech-solutionism can also deflect from affirmative efforts that must be guaranteed, such as unconditional access to maternal healthcare, access to reproductive choice, access to contraception, sex education, etc. It is, therefore, important to tread very carefully, consult stakeholders, subject the hypotheses to testing and validation before framing them as tasks, and pilot solutions while following principles of informed consent to prevent harms. Corporations should have strong ethics reviews in place to evaluate what values and discourses they enable, and to anticipate harms. Greater diversity in policymaking, in AI and data science, and in public discourse might mitigate these harms to some extent.

30 See https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8079552/ for feminist critiques of reproductive technologies.
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